This work demonstrates the use of combined Electronic Nose and Tongue (ENT) technology in pet food flavor development and quality control. ENT with multivariate data analysis was used to effectively screen multiple flavor formulations during development, discriminate Off the Shelf (OTS) kibbles from different plants, and assess the quality of finished flavors; with good correlation to animal sensory results.
Background
Pet food flavors are used by pet food manufacturers to improve the palatability of their products. The general procedure used to compare the palatability of pet foods and flavors is the Two Bowl Test. However, with growing demand for more rapid and sensitive instrumental techniques for screening pet food flavors, the relevance of Electronic Nose and Electronic Tongue instruments have become important, because of their established use for analyzing complex food matrices [1] .
Methodology
Samples were analyzed separately on a KRONOS e-Nose and an ASTREE e-Tongue equipped with seven sensor arrays configured for food applications (Alpha MOS, Toulouse, France). Kibbles were ground to smaller particle size before analysis. For enose analysis, samples were weighed into headspace vials and loaded onto the autosampler tray before a portion of the headspace was sampled and injected into the e-nose for analysis. E-tongue measurements were conducted on aqueous sample solutions. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) were performed separately on e-nose and e-tongue data using Alpha Soft software to optimize the e-nose mass fragments and e-tongue sensor variables before the data were combined to form the ENT data set.
Flavor Development
Kibbles coated with different flavor formulations (48958, 48953, 48950, 49043, 49173, 49176, 49175, and 49171) were analyzed on the ENT, with Control kibble A. Figure 1 shows that the combined ENT technology successfully discriminated the different formulation variables. In comparison to Control A, the least desirable samples cluster are on the left side of the PCA plot, while the more similar and desirable formulations are on the right. This helped to quickly screen out unwanted formulations for the next flavor development step. Also, four commercial petfood "O" kibbles from different manufacturing facilities were analyzed on the ENT in comparison to control kibble 3261. As shown in Fig. 2 , the PCA plot shows samples 1 and 2 have more similar flavor profile to control 3261, compared to the other two samples. These results show excellent correlation to palatability test results.
Quality Control Application
For quality control application, a validated SQC model was developed with good and bad lots of a pet food flavor "HPLUS". This model was used to successfully predict the quality of unknown lots of this flavor. Figure 3 shows the excellent correlation between ENT and animal sensory palatability results.
Conclusion
Therefore, ENT can be used as a fast, simple, and effective screening tool during pet food and flavor development, as well as for the development of validated quality models for assessment of multiple lots of finished pet food flavors. 
